SUSTAINABILITY
BY DESIGN

2Pure believes that both businesses and communities depend on healthy productive
ecosystems, and uses this belief as its platform for innovation, strategy, design,
manufacturing and brand. 2pure takes a long term view on how its actions affect
future generations and uses this ethos to compete, adapt and provide value to a
rapidly evolving world.
2Pure takes sustainability into account in the development, manufacture and recommended usage of all its
products which are manufactured in a safe manner, taking care of the environment by more efficient use of
chemicals and natural resources such as water.
Through effective management and corporate responsibility 2Pure ensures that all products produced are
safe, are not hazardous or irritants, and are ecologically sound.

2PURE DESIGNS FOR SUSTAINABILITY AS WELL AS SAFETY.
2Pure products selects and formulates ingredients not only to ensure safety but
to optimise the sustainability of the finished product when properly and
diligently used.


The patented 2Pure technology means that its products use less raw
materials than conventional products yet do not reduce the
effectiveness of its products.



2Pure only selects ingredients so that products are safe for people
and the environment. The 2Pure product range has been reviewed by
independent bodies and are classified as non-irritant, not hazardous
and are 100% biodegradable.

2PURE RESPONSIBLY MANAGES MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS.
2Pure consistently challenges the level of impacts during the manufacturing phase. Key areas include:


Minimising raw material and finished product wastage during manufacture.



Minimising consumption of energy and water.



Minimising emissions to sewer and atmosphere and, in particular, controlling
emissions of hazardous substances to avoid risk to people or the environment.



Minimising packaging waste and recycling used packaging.



Operating an Environmental Management System.



Operating procedures to prevent accidental emissions.



Operating Occupational Health & Safety systems to protect staff.

2PURE MINIMISES THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS THAT ARISE DURING
CUSTOMER CLEANING OPERATIONS.
2Pure is committed to assist customers reduce their consumption of products, packaging, and energy
by providing effective products and using them efficiently to minimise wastage and disposal to landfill. It assists in:


Defining what task OdorBac Tec4 will be used for and providing dilutions which
deliver the required performance with the least amount of product.



Analysing and reducing rework rates. First time cleaning is essential to minimise
waste, particularly in energy intensive operations such as machine cleaning.


Reducing multiple products, particularly products
that require rinsing after use.



Providing accurate dosing systems where
appropriate.



Servicing critical items such as dosing pumps
regularly.



Training staff in a variety of mediums including
online, and offering instructions in a choice of
languages.
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